FUSE 'n STITCH™
Cut-Away Permanent Stabilizer

Heavyweight permanent stabilizer with a soft hand and excellent stability

Provides heavy, permanently fused stability to stitch on all medium to heavyweight fabrics for more professional looking results. Especially suitable for high-stitch count or high-stitch density embroidery designs. Provides good rigidity for logos, crests or emblems. Excellent for exact lettering registration. The precision-dot coating will allow bubble-free adhering. Grid-like structure folds a perfect edge. 100% Polyester. Can be used as an interfacing.

Great for:
- Endless or Continuous Hoop Embroidery
- Stitch Designs on Medium to Heavyweight Fabrics
- Dense Embroidery Designs
- Crazy Quilting
- Applique
- Handwork
- Purses
- Fabric Bowls
- Pockets
- Totes
- Placemats
- Home Dec Items
- Table runners

WEIGHT: Heavy
COLOR: White
SIZE: 24” x 36”

Instructions Included
Item no. 663-01
General Instructions

Fuse 'n Stitch provides heavy, permanently fused stability allowing you to achieve a more professional looking result on all medium to heavyweight fabrics. Especially suitable for high-stitch count or high-density computer embroidery designs. Provides good rigidity for logos, crests or emblems. Excellent for exact lettering registration. The precision-dot coating will allow bubble-free adhering. Grid-like stucture folds a perfect edge. 100% Polyester. Can be used as a permanent interfacing.

1. Use Fuse 'n Stitch for any project where you want permanent, added support or a firmer working foundation.

2. Use only on fabric that can be ironed with a hot temperature setting. **Always test first.**

3. Two or more layers of Fuse 'n Stitch may be used for an even firmer foundation.

4. Bond will cure in about 24 hours and become permanent. Fuse 'n Stitch is intended to be permanent and non-removable. Do not launder until the bond has cured.
Great for:

- Stitching embroidery designs on medium to heavyweight fabrics.
- High-stitch count or high-stitch density embroidery designs.
- Crazy Quilting and Applique templates.
- Purses • Fabric Bowls • Totes • Belts
- Collars • Plackets • Pockets • Hats
- Slippers • Photo Frames • Book Covers
- Placemats, Tablerunners and other home dec items.
- Heirloom Sewing • Fabric Scrunching
- Wing-needle work • Fabric Pleating
- Reverse Bobbin Work • Cut Work
- Needleart to Frame
- Endless or Continuous Hoop Embroidery

Use as an iron-on, permanent interfacing for purses, totes, fabric bowls, crazy quilting, couching, fabric scrunching, pleating, and even general sewing where very heavy, permanent interfacing is preferred.
Fuse 'n Stitch™
Permanent Iron-on Stabilizer

How to use Fuse 'n Stitch

1. To Trace or Transfer ...
   designs directly onto Fuse 'n Stitch, place the design under Fuse 'n Stitch and trace with a soft-tip marker like an extra-fine, permanent-ink Sharpie™ Marker, or a washout or disappearing ink marker. You can make non-raveling, very stable appliques this way. Use a SULKY Iron-on Transfer Pen to make multiple designs on the Fuse 'n Stitch after it has been ironed onto fabric. Also make very stable pattern shapes to use as templates to trace around by ironing two pieces of Fuse 'n Stitch to each other (shiny sides together) and cutting out shapes.

2. Use as a Stabilizer ...
   Cut a piece slightly larger than the area to be stabilized. (Remember that once ironed onto fabric the excess cannot be cut away.)

   Before applying Fuse 'n Stitch to fabric, press the receiving fabric with the iron first! to make it more receptive to the bonding agent. If your fabric is heat sensitive, test on a scrap first. (The stabilizer will act as a buffer to the high heat, but care should still be taken.)

   Using a hot iron setting that is suitable for the fabric content, press the Fuse 'n Stitch (shiny side down) onto the wrong side of the fabric. Use light pressure to press each area for 12 to 15 seconds without moving the iron.

Fuse 'n Stitch is also available on a 25 yard Bolt - Item #663-25, an 8” Roll - Item #663-08, or a 16” Roll - Item #663-16.
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